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Stevens Institute of Technology is a student-centric research university, with technology at its core. Our three schools and one college uniquely prepare students for bright futures in diverse fields including tech, finance, medicine, energy, engineering — even art and music.
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Stevens is driven by the idea of building a better future through innovation and technology. Our hands-on experiences, industry-leading internships and cooperative learning opportunities establish a strong foundation for our students’ success.
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Our vibrant campus sits across the river from New York City, opening the door to endless opportunity and adventure. There’s never a dull moment on campus — with fraternities and sororities, clubs, athletics and arts, every student can pursue their passions beyond the classroom.
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From promising new classes of cancer medications to AI that detects falsehoods to 'green' filters that remove chemicals and poisons from drinking water, Stevens' research is making a difference to people and our world.
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With 35 undergraduate majors, 58 master’s degree programs and 20 Ph.D. programs, your potential is limitless. When you enroll at Stevens, your dreams are in reach and we’re here to help make them a reality. 
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Inspired by humanity, powered by technology





     




Careers & Student Outcomes
Class of 2023 Outcomes Report: A Stevens Education Continues to Deliver Return on Investment







Careers & Student Outcomes
Stevens Graduate School Reports Soaring Employment Outcomes for 2023
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Stevens Secures U.S Army Contract for Up to $15 Million to Revolutionize Quantum Technology






Diversity & Inclusion
Closing Gaps in Representation Among Historically Underrepresented Groups in Computer Science
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What We're Not

A lot of universities like to talk about what they are — and that's cool — but we're going to do something different and tell you what we're not. Which means most importantly we're not big — we're perfectly sized for you and your ambitions. We're not in the big city, but we're right by it. We don't preach, but we do teach, mentor and listen. We don't focus on the past — we're busy making the future. We don't just master technology; we create, debate and explore our relationship with it. Most of all, we're not just a degree. We're your first steps toward that dream job and your pathway toward leading the future. So now that we've told you what we're not we hope that also tells you a lot about what we are — and all that you can become — at Stevens.







Find the Right Program for You 

Technology is at the core of every one of Stevens’ dozens of degree programs, so no matter what you study, you’ll be at the leading edge of the industry. Discover your passion, then turn it into a career that’s personally and professionally rewarding.
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Provost’s Lecture Series
University Center, Tech Flex Auditorium


LEGO® Engineering from Kindergarten to College: A 30-year Journey of Student-Driven Learning
Kidde Building


From Bits to Qubits: A Celebration of Claude Shannon, Father of the Information Age
University Center Complex
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